Deaf Alerter Night Cradle ‘Quick Guide’ User Instructions

1. Place the Night Cradle near the bedside and plug it into a mains power point.

2. Plug the Pillow Pad into the Night Cradle and then place the Pad under your bed pillow.

3. Place the Deaf Alerter Pager into the tray on the top of the Night Cradle as pictured above.

4. When the building’s fire alarm is activated, the Deaf Alerter Pager will sound its usual alert, activate the Night Cradle light and the Pillow Pad will vibrate continuously.

5. The alerter, light and vibrating pillow will continue in an alarm state until the building fire alarm is reset. The display on the alerter will give the reason for the alert.

6. The Night Cradle is mains powered with a built-in battery backup. The battery is not user-changeable and must be done by Deaf Alerter engineers during the maintenance service visits.